Stories

New Inkjet Insight Research on Inkjet Print Quality Measurement and Paper Qualification

The University of Houston Digital Media Program’s Reinvention

AF&PA Releases Monthly Report, Details Shipment & Inventory Decreases

Research Study Showcases Trends in Digital Printing Enhancement

#PrinterChatPodcast: Is the Customer Always Right?

Data Will Lead Marketers Into a New World in 2020

Industry News

Xerox Secures $24 Billion in Binding Financing Commitments for HP Acquisition

Compelling Industry Leaders are Lining Up for the 28th Imaging Network Group Forum

The Messagepoint Touchpoint Exchange for Medicare Version 4.0 Gives Medicare Advantage Organizations the Freedom to Scale

Graphic Village Expands Marketing Offerings with Canon Solutions America

Crawford Technologies Strengthens Position as Leader in Customer Communications Management with Record-breaking Fiscal 2019
Longtime Xplor Supporter Quadient Renews Gold Elite Sponsorship

Complimentary Webcasts

**January 29th** - The Art of Simplexity: When simple solutions are not enough and complex solutions are too much. -Sponsored by Racami

**February 26th** - Technology Madness -Sponsored by Quadient

You can always check out a complete listing of upcoming events by date, by simply clicking here! You can register well in advance for any event that is currently open and we will remind you as the event gets closer!

Interesting and Cool Stuff

Microsoft wants to eradicate its carbon footprint by going emissions ‘negative’ by 2030

Google CEO Sundar Pichai calls for ‘sensible regulation’ of AI

The big differences between 4G and 5G

Blogs

Reputational Risks Brands Face in 2020 and What to Do About Them

Quadient grows into CXM, IDC’s perspective

Create an Exceptional Customer Experience – Go Mobile!

Job Postings

Seeking:
Mauricio Carlini - Marketing, Sales and Business Development Manager
Stephen Martin - Greater Minneapolis Area

Available:
Field Sales Representative – Work from Home in US
Demand Generation Manager – Fort Collins, CO
Product Marketing Manager – Content Services Work from Home in US
Data & Document Composition Manager - Brantford, Ontario
Sr. Exstream Dialogue Software Developer - Salem, NH
Sales Executive - Atlanta, GA
Sales & Support Engineer Programmer - Atlanta, GA
Doc Composition Specialist - Los Angeles, CA
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